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To more effectively support the dying and bereaved in end-of-life contexts, over the past two decades HCI and social computing scholars have sought to understand digital legacy. In this paper, we argue that it is time to take stock of digital legacy scholarship, examining what we know, what gaps remain, and what areas are imperative for future work. Through a Grounded Theory Literature Review, we identify four foci in digital legacy research to date: how identity is navigated in the passing of digital legacy, how digital legacies are engaged with, how digital legacies are put to rest, and how technology interfaces with offline legacy technologies. Based on our analysis, we present a model depicting how digital legacy research examines a lifecycle of data as it is passed down. This model identifies that digital legacy data moves through three stages: encoding, accessing, and dispossessing. The model illustrates gaps in current research and charts possible inflection points for future social computing research. Specifically, we highlight the importance of multi-user and multi-generational networks of people in end-of-life scenarios. Additionally, the model exhibits emerging theoretical findings and major concepts in the nascent field of digital legacy research.
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INTRODUCTION

Moments surrounding the death of a loved one can be, and often are, fraught with emotional, spiritual, and logistical dilemmas that are destabilizing and painful. The toll the death of a loved one can take is exacerbated by questions about what gets passed down by the deceased and where or to whom it goes next. Legacy materials that get passed down can include values, wishes, identities, objects, digital content, heirlooms, or many other meaningful items. Both the tangible items like heirloom objects and more amorphous things like values form a legacy that is passed down [27], often to a recipient such as a bereaved loved one. When taken as a whole, digital legacy materials such as data and accounts form a digital legacy that is passed down between individuals. Similar to other legacy materials (e.g., physical heirlooms), digital legacy materials (e.g., social media accounts, collections of passwords, or digital archives of files or media) can carry values and meaning that are passed down.
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As technology—especially digital accounts and data—make up a greater percentage of what is passed on by those who die, it is increasingly important for designers to consider the potential role their systems may play in the passing down of digital legacy [36].

Designing for the passing of digital legacy runs into challenges due to it being a process that occurs over time and between people across a diverse set of familial connections, social systems, geographies, and cultures. Technologies must consider not only what digital legacy materials (systems, accounts, and data) are included in an individual’s digital legacy, but also how an individual’s digital legacy is shared and received across multiple generations of other individuals within complex social environments.

By designing more apt technologies to serve the social complexities of digital legacy, burdens can be lessened for those who are dying and their loved ones. To aid in the design of more effective technologies, over the last two decades HCI and social computing scholars have published important research on digital legacy.

However, the scholarship examining digital legacy has been varied in how it has empirically attended to the social complexities of passing digital legacy. Digital legacy research has focused on divergent populations, topics, and considerations of the transmission of data and accounts. For example, while some papers researching digital legacy discuss how people can more effectively decide what accounts and data are meaningful for them to preserve [11, 16, 22, 40], other papers discuss attitudes of bereaved individuals towards the memorialization of their loved ones on social media [7, 8]. Though each of these papers may focus on digital legacy broadly, they enter the conversation from different perspectives and focus on diverse elements of digital legacy. With a large variety of perspectives and empirical foci, it is difficult to look at this literature and determine its scope, interests, and future research directions.

With a diverse critical mass of scholarship now published about digital legacy, it is time to take stock of this area as a whole, examining what we know, what gaps remain, and what areas are imperative for future work. As a community grounded in examining and addressing complex social-technical gaps [2], social computing is especially well positioned to add perspectives that help digital legacy scholarship contextualize its work in complex end-of-life social systems. CSCW has a rich history of researching related areas of study such as lifespan technology development [35] and data management during life transitions [37] and is well situated to contribute to digital legacy challenges. However, though CSCW is well situated to contribute to digital legacy research, to date it is minimally represented in the literature. By mapping where digital legacy research interests converge in HCI literature more generally, social computing research can more comprehensively identify suitable inflection points for its future research and contributions.

To this end, we present the results of a Grounded Theory Systematic Literature Review (GTLR) [51] of digital legacy scholarship to date. Via an inductive thematic coding and analysis process (per GTLR methods), we found CSCW and the broader HCI community focuses on four key areas: how identity is navigated in the passing of digital legacy, how digital legacies are engaged with, how digital legacies are put to rest, and how technology interfaces with offline legacy technologies (e.g., virtual gravestones). GTLR is used in newer research spaces to summarize existing work in the field and to enumerate key concepts that have emerged across disparate empirical foci, as is the case with digital legacy scholarship.

By looking at the papers beyond their specific topics and in relationship to one another, we find that digital legacy literature is interested in a broader lifecycle of data (e.g., digital legacy materials). We find that in this lifecycle data moves through three interdependent stages on its way to final deletion: encoding, accessing, and dispossessing.

Interpreting the data cycle we identify through our literature, we present a digital legacy data lifecycle model depicting how digital legacy data is passed down across generations (e.g., the dying
individual and a receiver is a single generation of passing down, while that receiver passing down that data to a second receiver is a second generation of passing down, and so on). The data lifecycle model highlights that digital legacy material is acquired and re-acquired across multiple end-of-life stages and across multiple generations of individuals. The model seeks to illustrate and interpret how digital legacy literature depicts the path of data as it is passed down, the technical challenges in designing for the path of data depicted, and research gaps that should be addressed in future research.

This paper contributes to the CSCW community by presenting a synthesis of HCI digital legacy literature; literature that often examines the social complexities of data management as data passes from the dead to the living, and between the living. By presenting this synthesis through a model we seek to help CSCW researchers and designers identify the most pressing inflection points through which social computing research can contribute. We argue that there is ripe potential for CSCW perspectives to be applied to future research to more effectively address the socio-technical gaps examined in the literature.

METHODS

We followed the Grounded Theory Literature Review (GTLR) method [51] across two rounds of selection and analysis. As a method, GTLR uses a grounded theory approach [17] to inductively generate insights from the papers as if they were empirical material that is thematically coded. We chose to use the GTLR method as it provides established and repeatable mechanisms for searching, selecting, and analyzing the studies in our review, while still providing a level of analytic flexibility we found necessary for this still-developing research area. Additionally, GLTR has precedent in HCI research as ideally suited for mapping out an emerging area of study, as seen in Nunes et al.’s GLTR surveying HCI literature studying self-care technologies in HCI [39] and Rapp et al.’s GLTR surveying HCI literature studying human-chatbot interaction [43].

The GTLR method involves five iterative stages for describing article selection and findings. These stages are: (1) defining the scope of the review (setting inclusion and exclusion of fields and sources, setting search terms), (2) searching for the papers, (3) selecting the final set of papers for the review (filtering of the corpus based on title and abstract), (4) analyzing the papers using thematic analysis, and (5) presenting emerging thematic categories.

In this section, we detail the first four stages, followed by a presentation of our thematic categories in the findings and an interpretation of those categories in our discussion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Round of Search</th>
<th>Second Round of Search</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date of Query</td>
<td>November 1, 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publications Queried</td>
<td>SIGCHI - ACM Digital Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Corpus</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scope, Search, and Selection

Our review intentionally focused on surveying HCI literature that discusses digital legacy technologies in an end-of-life context. While related fields such as Archival Studies or Communications may contain relevant literature that could further inform findings of this review, our goal was to summarize digital legacy research in HCI venues and to situate CSCW literature within the wider HCI digital legacy research umbrella. Our HCI focus allowed us to conduct an in-depth analysis on human-centered scholarship related to end-of-life digital legacy concerns.
Our search for papers consisted of two rounds: one focused on the ACM Digital Library, and one focused on the top 20 HCI venues. We describe our methods for each round below.

**Search (Round One): ACM Digital Library.** The papers collected via the first search were queried on November 1, 2021, entirely from the ACM Digital Library (ACM DL). Within the ACM DL, we further filtered our search to publications in SIGCHI Proceedings. We chose to limit our search to SIGCHI Proceedings due to their significant coverage of HCI publications exploring the human-centered technology needs of individuals and communities, including needs at the end of life.

We did not restrict the search to a specific time frame and collected all relevant papers included in the ACM DL at the time of our search.

To identify relevant papers, we first created a dictionary of terms to guide our search. We started by conducting a preliminary search for “digital legacy” within the titles of publications. Of these, we organized the query based on the number of citations and sampled the top five publications, ensuring that all five were relevant to our research topic. We then collected the five most frequent keywords from these five papers to conduct our search. These keywords were: digital legacy, memorial, heirloom, inheritance, and stewardship. In the instances of memorial and inheritance, which often show up in multiple forms (memory, inherit, etc), we conducted follow-up searches using the root, designating it with a * (e.g., memor* and inherit*). This was to ensure we captured as many relevant publications as possible.

Our initial search terms and parameters were the following:

```plaintext
Title:("DIGITAL LEGACY") OR
Title:(inherit*) OR
Title:(memor*) OR
Title:(stewardship) OR
Title:(heirloom)
```

After inspecting our initial search results, we noted that a number of relevant papers were not included. As “digital legacy” is an emergent term in the field, we discovered that a number of relevant papers did not use it in their titles. Therefore, in order to make sure our review captured relevant papers we adjusted our search parameters to search abstract text in addition to titles.

```plaintext
Title:("DIGITAL LEGACY") OR
Title:(inherit*) OR
Title:(memor*) OR
Title:(stewardship) OR
Title:(heirloom) OR
Abstract:("DIGITAL LEGACY") OR
Abstract:(inherit*) OR
Abstract:(memor*) OR
Abstract:(stewardship) OR
Abstract:(heirloom)
```

Our search of titles and abstracts resulted in 3367 publications, which we then imported into a spreadsheet for further selection and analysis.

**Selection (Round One): ACM Digital Library.** Each entry in the spreadsheet included the title, abstract, DOI or URL, publication year, publication venue, and keywords. By filtering through the spreadsheet according to inclusion criteria the authors selected the papers to be considered for the review.

We then cleaned the data set, removing duplicates, as well as removing workshop proposals, panels, and talk abstracts. Peer-reviewed papers submitted to conference workshops were included. Additionally, given the languages known and skill-set of our research team, we filtered our corpus...
to include only papers written in English. Collectively, this cleaning reduced the corpus from 3367 to 1832 unique paper entries.

Throughout our cleaning process, we were surprised at the large number of papers in our search results that were not relevant to end-of-life digital legacy. While it was our intention to find articles related to "legacy" – especially given the nascent use of this term – we ran into significant challenges with how this term is used elsewhere in computing (detailed below).

After cleaning the dataset and identifying 1832 entries, the authors manually reviewed each of the 1832 publications to determine which articles should be included in the final corpus. Multiple researchers reviewed each possible publication independently, with authors reaching consensus about inclusion. Authors evaluated each entry based on the following two prompts:

1. Is this paper about end-of-life digital legacy?
2. Is this paper studying a technology for end-of-life digital legacy?

Each paper was annotated by the authors with a reason to include or exclude. Through multiple meetings the authors determined which papers would be included in the final corpus.

Many of the papers focused on legacy systems and data management systems. For example, these included papers about effectively transferring data while shutting down servers, how designers can more efficiently update aging or archaic systems, and optimizing algorithms for the maintenance of archives. Other papers focused on different uses of the term memory (search term ‘mem*’). Memory papers included articles on technical memory such as RAM, increasing human memory through technology aids, and wearable technology related to tracking human memory capacity. We excluded these papers that explored memory as a technical or biological process because of their lack of a connection to end-of-life concerns.

A further point of cleavage was a large subset of papers focused on inheritance and heirlooms that did not include end-of-life concerns. These papers often included the preservation of data (most often media) over time and as it is transferred between technical systems. For example, multiple papers discussed how the improvements in smartphone technology increased the need for personal computers to adjust how photos are transferred in order to maintain resolution. While some of these papers did focus on data or accounts being transferred between people, and even the logistical and emotional impact of this transfer during times of life transition, these papers did not focus on end-of-life concerns and so were not included in the corpus.

Finally, there were a small number of papers that examined end-of-life concerns but did not engage with digital legacy. For example, papers that focused on the role of technology in clinical care giving such as hospice were excluded. Papers were excluded that dealt with virtual death, such as an avatar’s death in a video game. Papers were also excluded that engaged with metaphorical questions of resurrection or what technology means to our social understanding of death. Although tangentially related in topic, these papers were excluded due to their lack of specific focus on digital legacy.

Following our manual review, which included many conversations by the research team to reach consensus about inclusion and exclusion, the final review list consisted of 24 papers that fit the selection criteria. Although the research team had anticipated a higher yield of relevant papers, the team concluded that these papers would allow for an effective qualitative analysis.

**Search (Round Two): Top HCI Venues.** To ensure that we fully represented HCI, including venues that are not part of the ACM DL, we conducted a more expansive second search. Following the methods of other SLRs (e.g., [25]), we used the top 20 HCI venues based on h5-index as reported by Google Scholar [1]. This list included all venues from our Round One search, and as a result, papers published in those venues since the first search were also added to our results. The second search was conducted November 3, 2022.
In our second search, articles were included and excluded based on the same process, inclusion criteria, and exclusion criteria as the first search. Each venue in the second search was searched independently by going to the search page for the venue and querying for matches to our search term in the abstracts and titles of papers. Although there were many more total papers that emerged in the search through the 20 HCI venues than in the original ACM DL search (mostly, again, through the mem* keyword), retrieved papers followed the same trends as in our first search (e.g., papers were predominantly non-human centered or did not explicitly engage with end-of-life or digital legacy) and were systematically excluded.

Selection (Round Two): Top HCI Venues. We retrieved 7 new relevant papers from the second search. Surprisingly, no new papers from CSCW had been published in the year since our first search, signifying that digital legacy remains an understudied area in social computing research.

Our final dataset for analysis consisted of 24 papers from our first search, and 7 papers from our second search, for a total of 31.

Qualitative Analysis

We conducted two rounds of inductive analysis; one round following the first search (the original 24 papers), and a second round following the second search (the subsequent 7 papers). We analyzed each of the two groups of papers independently, seeking to avoid biasing our analysis of the 7 new papers by analyzing them alongside the original 24. It was only after completing the independent analysis of the second group of papers that we combined our findings, amending findings from our analysis of the first set of papers.

In both analyses we followed stringent GLTR analysis methods [51], which consist of three coding stages: open coding, axial coding, and selective coding. Open coding identifies concepts and associated insights abstracted from the literature; a set of categories or a bird’s eye view of the studies’ foci or findings. Axial coding identifies categories, subcategories, and thematic interrelations between them. Selective coding integrates and refines the higher level categories that were determined in axial coding.

All papers in each of the two analysis processes were read in full at each stage of coding (open, axial, and selective) with every paper being read by at least two members of the research team. Following GLTR best practices, at each coding stage the research team randomized the papers, individually read the papers, and highlighted any findings and insights in the texts that seem relevant to the review’s scope and the goals of that stage in the coding process. Throughout the entire coding process, we synthesized our findings through memos and ongoing conversations among the research team.

Our open coding passes were driven by the question of “what is this corpus of literature interested in?” Both analyses determined that the literature was interested in how data and accounts are passed down around the time of death.

Axial coding iteratively followed from the broad interest we identified in our open coding and determined high level categories about what the literature was interested in. Our first analysis revealed the following high level categories: digital legacies as identity, how people create digital legacies, what people do to get rid of digital legacies, and how offline legacy building is being impacted by digital tools. Our second analysis revealed the following high level categories: the limits of technologies to enshrine the identity of the deceased, how people interact with digital legacies, how people get rid of digital legacy data, and how digital tools impact offline mourning practices.

Selective coding sought to provide insight into themes of how the high level categories related to one another. In our first analysis this led to us determining that the challenges and technological
affordances related to the movement of data between people was the unifying interest of the literature. Interpreting the high level categories that identified ways in which data moves between many different people and places, we synthesized the way that data moves by plotting a data lifecycle. A primary contribution of this plotted lifecycle is explicating the interconnections of emerging concepts in digital legacy research, a sought-after outcome of GTLR methodologies [51].

In our second analysis we reached the same conclusion; that the literature is most interested in how data moves between people and places.

Upon finishing our second analysis, we then compared the categories and insights between both analyses. Through comparison, we determined final themes that we detail below in our findings.

The addition of the analysis of 7 new papers from the second search allowed for the research team the opportunity to both: (1) validate our previous findings that a digital legacy data lifecycle is a reasonable model to interpret the interests of digital legacy literature, and (2) make appropriate elaborations to our lifecycle model.

Importantly, to avoid confirmation bias on our findings, during the analysis of our second corpus of papers, we followed an identical iterative coding process as our first round of analysis. A primary intention in the analysis of our second corpus of 7 papers was to pay special attention to avoid immediate comparison to our first set of findings until all three coding passes were complete. Though we attempted to treat the analysis of our second corpus as an iterative addition to our first round of analysis as would be done in any constant comparative approach, the possibility of confirmation bias is a limitation of this study.

Though our first round and second round analysis led to the same broad insights in the first and second passes of coding, there was a distinction insofar as the second round of coding included a higher ratio of papers in the corpus examining integrating technologies into offline legacy practices. The increased ratio of papers examining integrating technologies into offline legacy practices in the second round led us to more intentionally consider the importance of technology integration into the data lifecycle model that emerged in our first round of analysis.

FINDINGS
Our literature review finds that, although there is no agreed upon definition for digital legacy, there are common areas of interest. Broadly, digital legacy literature is interested in how data and accounts are passed down between people and communities around the time of death. More specifically, we summarize the common high level categories of interest as follows: (1) digital legacies as manifestations of identity, (2) ways in which people engage digital legacies, (3) practices for and implications of putting digital legacies to rest, and (4) integrating technology into offline legacy practices. These high level categories depict a wide range of scenarios in which data moves between people, cycling through generations of individuals until it is ‘put to rest.’ Our findings examine the high level categories our coding process identified. Our discussion then presents an interpretation of the lifecycle of data as the literature depicts it cycling through generations.

Characterizing Definitions of Digital Legacy
A concise definition of “digital legacy” across much of the literature is surprisingly elusive as most scholars have left the definition implicit. When defining the concept of legacy, scholars focus on two themes: (1) conceptual practices around identity and remembrance, and (2) the material realities through which the passing down and remembrance occur. Focusing on the remembrance, [21] explains that “the creation of a personal legacy is a process through which information, values, and memories are passed down to future generations.” Thomas and Briggs present a similar definition, stating that digital legacy is a valued collection of digital information that may be difficult to control or disseminate after death [45]. Others, like Pfister [41], focus on the material, explaining that
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Scholarship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital Legacies as Identity</td>
<td>Scholarship focused on what elements of a person persist in digital legacies after death and the motivations and considerations that drive a person crafting a digital legacy</td>
<td>[8, 15, 16, 19, 21, 22, 26, 29, 32, 36, 38, 41, 44, 45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity Persistence</td>
<td>Challenges caused by the persistence of data that represents its owner after death</td>
<td>[11, 15, 16, 19, 20, 20–22, 26, 28, 41, 45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crafting a Legacy</td>
<td>The motivations and challenges during the intentional crafting of a legacy</td>
<td>[11, 15, 16, 19, 20, 20–22, 26, 28, 41, 45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engaging with Digital Legacies</td>
<td>Scholarship focused on how people experience, relate to, and care for the digital legacies of others</td>
<td>[15, 16, 21, 29, 38, 40, 41, 45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguity of Use, Care, and Understanding</td>
<td>The impact of the uncertainty of how to use, care for, and think about the digital legacies of others</td>
<td>[3, 21, 26, 32, 36, 38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience &amp; Access</td>
<td>Considerations of who has access to digital legacies</td>
<td>[8, 11, 16, 21, 45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respecting the Memory of the Deceased</td>
<td>Challenges for managing data based on the perceived values of the deceased when there is no specified plan in place</td>
<td>[3, 7, 11, 15, 16, 40, 41, 45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers to Respecting the Wishes of the Deceased</td>
<td>Challenges to fulfilling the plans and wishes of the deceased</td>
<td>[3, 7, 11, 15, 16, 40, 41, 45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putting to Rest</td>
<td>Scholarship focused on what happens to technology after someone dies.</td>
<td>[3, 16, 19, 22, 32, 36, 38, 40, 41, 44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-examining Putting to Rest Practices</td>
<td>Re-examination of digital systems and services that facilitate putting to rest practices</td>
<td>[3, 16, 19, 22, 32, 36, 38, 40, 41, 44]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preservation &amp; Deletion</td>
<td>Tensions between decisions of when data is preserved, how it is preserved, and if it is preserved at all</td>
<td>[4, 16, 19, 21, 22, 29, 30, 38, 40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbolic Legacies</td>
<td>Challenges to put to rest a person’s digital legacy relative to a person’s social life, relationships, and experiences</td>
<td>[7–9, 15, 19, 28, 34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrating Technology into Legacy Practices</td>
<td>Impacts on the bereaved of technology used to adapt in-person legacy practices</td>
<td>[24, 40, 46–50]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Overview of themes and their constituent categories, including definitions and links to articles in our corpus that were coded as belonging to each category.
digital legacies are collections of the data and accounts we accrue during our life that “impacts others as the recipients of digital remains in the form of a digital legacy or digital estate.”

The lack of explicit definitions for digital legacy in much of the scholarship, and the diversity of definitions present even when definitions are provided, underline the diverse topics and perspectives present in the research. Although there are common themes, topics, and interests across the research, as the remainder of this paper examines, the lack of an agreed upon definition is telling as to the breadth and nativity of this area of study.

Digital Legacies as Identity

In this section we report on the theme of digital identity; that is, the literature is interested in the ways through which the attributes of a dying or deceased person that are embedded in their digital legacy materials.

Identity persistence. The most prevalent focus throughout our corpus was the persistence of data that represents its owner after death [8, 15, 29, 32, 36, 38, 44]. In many instances, it is the persistence of this data that gives rise to digital legacies in the first place, such as in the case of social media profiles that become memorials [8, 15, 16]. The persistence of accounts and data prompt many of the opportunities and challenges that scholars have considered.

The form of digital legacy materials scholars discuss range from uncurated repositories that loved ones might inherit (akin to a storage room or attic) [29] to intentionally curated representations that may resemble public memorials [38]. Gulotta et al., for example, discusses the ambiguities around burner accounts that circumstantially were never deleted [19]. She et al., meanwhile, describe the benefits of private archives created to facilitate individual mourning practices [44]. In most instances, the literature focuses on the digital traces people leave behind through online accounts and data, and the resultant legacy crafting and memorialization opportunities the persistence of those digital traces provides (intentional and otherwise).

Identity persists in intentionally curated forms, such as memorial pages on social media [8, 15], as well as private archives created to facilitate individual mourning practices [44]. However, scholarship in our corpus also contends that identity persists in forms that were not created for post-mortem memorial or mourning purposes, such as burner accounts or social media profiles that were never deleted [19].

The persistence of these identities has notable benefits, especially for the bereaved. The identities in digital legacies can facilitate healthy grieving practices [44], enable learning about the life of a loved one [45], and help maintain a connection to the deceased after death [21, 44]. However, the persistence of online identities presents challenges. For example, in many instances persistence is the default [41], resulting in a potentially overwhelming amount of uncurated information about a person’s identity online [26].

An additional challenge is that, though information persistence is often the default, people typically are uncertain about how to think about the longevity of their data [22] and how to ensure a desired representation of their identity after they die [19]. For example, whereas abandoned accounts may not represent the identity that the deceased wanted to persist [19], the uncensored picture of the deceased that they provide the bereaved may be a window into a much more honest and full picture of who they really were [22]. The social dimension of online accounts, especially on social media, present an additional layer of challenges: because online accounts are experienced by audiences, including audiences they were not originally meant for, those audiences can interpret identity in ways the original poster did not intend [38].

Due to the above challenges, although persistence of accounts can have immense benefits for the recipient’s relationship with the deceased, in some cases it is important for the accounts that persist
to be deprovisioned. Deprovisioning is especially important if the account is actively harmful to the bereaved for an online account to exist [21]. Accounts are often private for a reason; for that account to persist may be emotionally or otherwise damaging for loved ones who remain. Therefore, while persistence exists and in some cases is beneficial, there are other cases in which data and accounts should not exist, due to their propensity to cause harm.

Some scholarship responds to problems of persistence, privacy [32] and identity theft [45] for example, by calling for greater restriction. To address these types of concerns, Locasto et al. [32] suggest a set of strategies for decommissioning online accounts more effectively, while others have argued for increased control over what data and accounts persist in the first place [38, 45].

**Crafting a legacy.** While many digital legacies are the byproduct of the data accumulated throughout one’s lives, a thread of scholarship has identified motivations around the intentional crafting of a legacy. People are motivated to document their life story [45], major life events [28], and pass on their values to future generations [20]. People are also more open to legacy crafting after experiences with death [26, 41] and the more proximate they are to the end of life [11], but this comes with a possible trade-off: Thomas & Briggs’ study of older adults found significant concerns that they might be excluded from digital legacy creation on account of technology access, literacy, and adoption [45].

Despite potentially clear motivations, people often find it difficult to conceptualize how their digital information will be used, and of what value it might be to those who survive them [16] and future generations [22]. However, several studies of memorialized social media profiles found that people with prior experience with memorials more readily saw the value in them [7, 15], suggesting that as digital legacies become more common, understanding of their use and value may increase.

A number of studies by Gulotta and colleagues found that people often conceptualize their digital legacy in relationship to its value and impact on future generations. Most pertinent here is a study in which they used a design probe to ask people how they wanted to be remembered [20]. Extending prior work [19, 21], they found that people wanted to pass on their values to and have a positive impact on future generations, as well as ensure the continuation of particular traits, values, and traditions [20]. Ideally, documenting a person’s life would also provide a valuable resource for future generations [19].

Maintaining control over one’s identity and legacy is also important to people when crafting a digital legacy – however, how “control” is conceptualized differently across studies. For example, through user studies with design concepts, Chen et al. [11] found that participants had a preference to control their self-representation even after death, but also acknowledge that any control is dependent on knowing the extent of one’s data. Managing the outcomes of a digital legacy is another form of control. Trolling, identity theft, and information loss are concerns resulting from information being online [45], however, people also share concerns that meaningful aspects of their lives might not be captured in their legacy [19] or that the digital legacy might not adequately capture the social and cultural context of the individual’s life [21].

**Engaging with Digital Legacies**

In this section, we describe key themes from the literature about how people experience, relate to, and care for the digital legacies of others. While the scholarship here has significant overlaps with other themes, for the sake of clarity, we emphasize the perspective of those who receive the legacies of the deceased (who we call ‘receivers’) – including the bereaved, survivors, next of kin, and the public more broadly.

It is worth starting this section by acknowledging that there are potentially infinite types of digital legacies generated by the management and movement of digital legacy materials. Indeed,
scholars often consider any digital traces as having legacy potential [e.g., 26, 41], and thus the conditions under which one might engage these traces are at least as diverse as the circumstances and intentions that led to their creation. In practice, the bulk of scholarship discussing experiences with digital legacies focuses on (1) public or semi-public digital memorials and (2) logistics around accessing private online accounts (e.g., email). For this reason, we focus on these two areas of scholarship while reflecting on the theme of engaging digital legacies.

**Ambiguity of use, care, and understanding.** Common throughout the literature are examples of the uncertainty people feel about how to use, care for, and think about the digital legacies of others. This is because there is no existing social script to discuss digital legacy [41]. Whereas there are medical, legal, and cultural practices and norms that exist in more traditional legacy practices (e.g., graveside memorial services), there are not yet practices and norms enculturated for digital legacy.

When faced with ambiguity, people turn to physical analogs to orient themselves; however, these analogs are often insufficient. While it is common for people to draw comparisons between physical heirlooms and specific media like pictures [4, 40], it is more difficult for people to create analogs for the scale and online networked format that data and accounts provide.

Unlike more familiar forms of legacy (e.g., physical heirlooms[4, 40]), we are less likely to have prior experience or cultural norms that provide guidance when engaging in online memorials, receiving digital heirlooms [4, 30, 40], or navigating a loved one’s myriad online accounts [41]. Indeed, as Pfister explains, it is often unclear what content and accounts should be considered part of a digital legacy.

In many cases, ambiguity is the result of collections of data that were only ever created as personal archives [29] or with a specific pre-mortem purpose (such as interpersonal communication) [15, 16, 21, 29, 38, 45]. As Kaye et al. explain, personal archives invariably are expressions of the author’s identity, but people’s primary motivations are to archive materials so that they can easily find and access them later [29]. As a result, unless an individual specifically organizes their data with another audience in mind (as in the “Crafting a Legacy” section above), there will be significant challenges around how to map pre-mortem data to post-mortem purposes.

**Audience & access.** A central issue when considering experiences with digital legacies is one of audience and access. As Moncur describes in her model guiding the design of digital memorials, any memorial that is created is also ‘consumed’ by an audience [38]. Audiences can be large or small and more or less private or public. In online memorials, choices about which audiences have access to memorials (and which audiences do not) are critical levers that shape the purpose of, and ultimately who experiences, a digital legacy.

Moncur highlights how a public online memorial for the Rwandan genocide might be more public and permanent than a private online memorial for a deceased individual due to the disparate needs of the intended audiences [38]. While some memorials have been designed as such, the vast majority have not. They are most often the online accounts and data that remain after someone dies. As such, scholars have asked who should have access to memorials, and at what level.

Most systems presume that an account will only ever be used by one person. However, in end of life contexts accounts are used by multiple people by definition (before death by one person and after death by a different user)[3, 32, 36]. The single-user assumption leads to difficulties in login and management of digital legacies for the bereaved. To address this issue, scholarship proposes using new categories of shared identity for systems to consider [3] and implementing new types of platforms (e.g., cloud computing).

In our corpus, a key consideration about access is the privacy of the deceased. For instance, Gulotta and colleagues ask in what ways enabling people who are not designated pre-mortem to access digital records is a possible violation of privacy [21]. Holt et al. complicate notions of privacy
considerations by noting that one’s privacy choices in life may no longer be a true reflection of their continuing privacy preferences after the point of death [26]. Reflections on legal protections for the digital privacy of the deceased reflect on them being inconsistent and underdeveloped, at best [32].

Respecting the memory of the deceased. In instances where no plan is in place people managing the digital legacy of the deceased value respecting their memory vis-a-vis how the digital legacy is managed. Respecting the memory of the deceased largely includes making educated guesses about how the deceased would have liked their legacy managed and perceived values of the deceased [8, 11, 45].

A key consideration of respecting the memory of the deceased is whether to make changes to the data or account of the deceased in the first place. As Brubaker and colleagues found in a study exploring stewardship of memorialized profiles, people were generally uncomfortable altering account settings or existing content unless explicitly directed to do so [8]. When changes were made, it was in order to create a more accurate or appropriate representation of the deceased [8].

There are times when the person managing the digital legacy has to sift through competing options and competing ways to respect the memory of the deceased. Brubaker et al. found that when people seek to resolve conflicting needs, they prioritize explicit requests from the deceased, followed by the needs of survivors, and finally perceived wishes that were not explicitly requested [8]. Furthermore, even when specific needs are known, there can be a tension between what the bereaved believes best honors the memory of the deceased and what the deceased has stated they would like.

Surviving loved ones are entrusted with mediating the expectations of the deceased and the lived reality of managing digital legacy plans; a mediation that can be complicated by interpersonal relationship and communication practices between them. For example, Gach & Brubaker describe that trust is a mediating factor between the dying creating a plan and the bereaved executing a plan [16]. Beyond trust, there are instances in which the deceased and receiver have entirely different expectations about the appropriate form a digital legacy should take, leading to the risk that the receiver’s management of the legacy will value their wishes over the wishes of the deceased [21].

Barriers to respecting the wishes of the deceased. Fulfilling wishes and caring for the memory of the deceased requires that people are empowered socially and technologically. Collectively, our corpus notes that challenges to this empowerment include having to navigate impersonal systems [16], being able to access systems in the first place [45], and the lack of capacity for systems to be able to facilitate multi-user logins [3, 26, 32]. These challenges can impede the ability for people to make the wishes of the deceased a reality, even when those wishes are explicit.

A key concern of our corpus is the gap between the expectations of people managing digital legacies and the technical systems they are navigating [3, 8, 41]. For example, while someone managing a digital legacy might assume that they will be able to access an account to make changes, there is often a lack of a sanctioned way within platforms to designate someone as able to have access [7]. Even when access is provided – say through Facebook’s Legacy Contact or Google’s IAM features – those entrusted to care for or take action on behalf of the deceased may find that they do not have the technical ability to do what has been requested of them [15]. This barrier can lead to emotional distress and large amounts of logistical overhead for the bereaved to find a workaround [11].

A problem that people engaging digital legacies run into is a lack of ability to conceptualize digital legacies in the first place [45]. Whereas people often make analogs between the legacy of physical heirlooms and the digital legacy of specific media like pictures [40], it is more difficult for people to create analogs for the scale and online networked format that data and accounts provide.
Putting to Rest

In this section, we examine themes from the scholarship focused on what happens to technology after someone dies. In contrast to our 'Engaging Digital Legacies' theme, where we focus on the experiences people have with digital legacies, in this section we focus more on the pragmatics around ownership, inheritance, and stewardship of digital legacy accounts, data, and systems. Collectively, we refer to these post-mortem logistics as 'putting to rest.' In our context, we also use the term to refer to instances where technology is abandoned as a result of a death, and thus is effectively put to rest.

Re-examining putting to rest practices. Collectively, scholarship calls for the reexamination of digital systems and services that facilitate putting to rest practices. Specifically, scholarship calls for a reexamination of inheritance policies, platform functionality relative to inheritance practices, and how the nature of technology serves as a barrier to meeting inheritance needs.

The policies that digital systems abide by determine the boundaries of what inheritance processes are possible in the first place [3, 22]. In response, the literature invites a reexamination of the technical policies that influence workflows [32, 36] and legal policies that may serve as a barrier to inheritance needs [3, 41]. Work like that of Adams and Williams further explores policy barriers to inheritance through exploring legal policies like jurisdiction (including which country’s inheritance laws take effect), and the property status of data (e.g., emails) and online accounts [3]. Scholarship examining platform functionality is interested in examining the degree to which platforms support inheritance practices. Few digital systems provide functionality that supports the ability to give access to your digital information to another person [19], in part due to digital systems’ designing inheritance capabilities based on assumptions about people, their data, and their relationships [16]. Factors identified in the literature that currently do not take into account are the grieving processes of the inheritor [19, 44] and/or the relationship between the system and the inheritor [16, 44].

Beyond specific platform functionality, scholarship in our corpus invites a reexamination of the nature of digital systems themselves. Oftentimes, systems make assumptions that the capabilities of the living user (alive and able to take action) are the same as what the reality of the user is (generally a bereaved individual acting on behalf of the original user who is deceased)[38]. Assumptions such as these ignore nuanced concerns such as the lack of existing practices around digital inheritance [40] and transcending status quo relationships between the executor of a digital legacy and technological systems writ large. To this end, scholarship suggests that there may be an opportunity to reflect on redesigning the nature of digital systems themselves to better support complex digital legacy needs.

Preservation & deletion. When disposing of a digital legacy, the bereaved must consider where the data will be stored and in what ways it will be preserved. The answers to these questions are informed by what information is being managed, how should that information be curated, and what the intention is behind the storage or preservation of the data [38]. As exemplified by Kaye et al.’s research on why archives matter, the storage of data and curation of accounts is seen in our corpus as more than simply logistical; rather it is seen as driven by deeper values [29].

A key decision point for the bereaved in determining where and how data is stored is determining the intentionality of how the stored data will be used. For example, as Moncur and Kirk explore using the example of online memorial pages, the form of a memorial will greatly depend on what message the memorial is intended to convey (‘message’ in this case is quite broad, signaling values relative to cultural, personal, sacred, and secular perspectives)[38]. Further factors that determine where and how the data is stored are who the author is of the archive or account [38] and to what degree multiple users will be involved in its ongoing preservation [40].
In some instances, inheritance and management is not desired and those managing the digital legacy opt for deletion. Deletion may occur in instances where there is sensitive data [22] or to simplify the process of ‘putting affairs in order’ [19]. Bereaved users seeking to delete data run into barriers relative to lack of platform guidance and platform functionality [16]. Even when functionality exists for deletion pre-mortem or post-mortem it is not always apparent to users that this functionality exists or how a user is supposed to access it [21].

Symbolic legacies. Though the majority of literature reflects on inheritance practices of how data and accounts are transferred from one person to another, some scholarship in our corpus challenges this focus by centering the dispossession of symbolic legacies embedded in data and accounts.

The social impacts of inheritance practices may necessitate new ways of thinking about the ways HCI scholarship and designers think about ownership and inheritance practices in the first place. In the context of social media, for instance, Brubaker et al. found that ownership does not resonate with the would-be inheritors of accounts [8]. Instead, participants focused less on ownership of the data, and instead on the duties and potential conflicts associated with maintaining an account post-mortem [7]. This leads the authors to argue that in a social context, inheritance and ownership are not necessarily helpful models to serve the needs of the people inheriting the data and accounts that are dispossessed. To this end, Brubaker & Callison-Burch argue that “[i]n contrast to heirlooms and possessions that are amenable to ownership, symbolic legacies more commonly necessitate stewardship – someone to manage and maintain the marker on behalf of the deceased” [7].

A thread of scholarship in our corpus additionally highlights that to better understand the passing of symbolic legacies it is important to ask what the social experience of managing digital legacies is in the first place [9, 15, 28, 44]. Work by Jamison-Powell and colleagues comment explicitly on this sentiment, arguing that inheritance is not simply transactional and is instead bound up with grief and mourning, which needs to be considered with designing digital legacy management tools [28]. Further work by Gach and Brubaker illuminate the downstream impacts created when the social experience of managing digital legacies is not fully integrated into systems, including anxieties created when managing postmortem profiles involves carrying out unspecified responsibilities that may not be permitted [15].

Integrating Technology into Offline Legacy Practices

Finally, there is a subset of work in the corpus that is focused on the use of technology to adapt offline legacy practices, largely emerging from the research of Uriu et al. [46–50]. In our analysis, these pieces stood apart due to their exploration of the role technology can play in traditionally non-digital funerary rituals and objects.

This scholarship takes a design orientation; prototyping, validating and evaluating novel prototypes and systems. Examples include the webcasting of funerals [50], Japanese floral rituals [46], tangible interactive heirlooms [40], and gravestones with interactive displays [24]. By embedding digital elements into traditionally non-digital funerary rituals and objects, this scholarship probes the intersection of material ritual practices and digital affordances.

A key tension that this subset of scholarship explores is between the traditional materiality of mourning rituals and the potential of digital affordances. For example, Häkkilä et al., in their study exploring the emotional response to an interactive gravestone with a digital display, found that the digital elements of their prototype was positively received as a memorial provided it reflected the dignity of the context [24].

Of note in Uriu and colleagues’ research is that it is intentionally grounded in a non-western context, in this case Japan. Whereas much of the qualitative research in our corpus has featured
participants from North America and Europe, Uriu et al.'s work show a promising path for future research to expand geographical foci. Scholarship exploring how traditional practices can incorporate technology presents an opportunity to consider culturally-diverse digital legacy practices.

**DISCUSSION**

Digital legacy literature is interested in the movement of data in complex end-of-life social contexts in which data is passed down. When reading individual papers it may appear that digital legacy literature is entirely interested in the passing down of data from a dying individual to a bereaved loved one. The passing down of data from a dying individual to a bereaved loved one is certainly a part of the interest of the literature. However, the themes we identified during our analysis demonstrate that the scholarship is not limited by the one-to-one relationship between two users or a single moment of the passing of digital legacy materials (e.g., an account) from one person to another.

Instead, digital legacy research examines how digital legacy materials move across a range of stages making up a lifecycle, from the encoding of digital materials to their access to their dispossession. We additionally find that, on the whole, digital legacy research is interested in how data may move through this lifecycle multiple times, often consisting of multiple generations of individuals sharing and receiving it.

In summary, digital legacy scholarship is interested in the passing down of data between people; both the movement of data between the dead and the living, and the passing down of data between the living. Digital legacy literature examines the movement of digital legacy materials between individuals until it is eventually put to rest; a cycle of sharing and receiving that includes much more than a single act of transmission between a single person dying and a single loved one. We find that digital legacy scholarship is describing a cohesive cycle of data movement, which we call a *digital legacy data lifecycle*. In the following section we present a model of this lifecycle, depicting how the literature on the whole conceives of the stages that digital legacy data transitions through as it is passed down.

We first introduce the *digital legacy data lifecycle* at a high level, noting the stages of the lifecycle and connecting the lifecycle to other information lifecycle models. We then describe each of the *digital legacy data lifecycle* stages and the interdependencies between them, referencing the thematic findings of our review. We go on to delineate two core categories of technical challenges that the data lifecycle presents to technology design: multi-user challenges and multi-generational challenges. Extrapolating from multi-user challenges and multi-generational challenges, we conclude by identifying future research opportunities in digital legacy research and examine ways through which social computing perspectives can help digital legacy research more effectively address those challenges moving forward.

### Digital Legacy Lifecycle

When considering the relationships between our themes during our analysis, we were struck by how each theme spoke to ways through which data was being passed between individuals. As we moved through our selective coding process we noted the literature’s depiction of data being passed down as similar to the stages of data described in information lifecycles. For example, we noted during our coding that research by Odom et al. examines attitudes of participants towards the dispossession of their data as it moves from one person to another through a digital heirloom [40]. Meanwhile, we also noted that research by Moncur et al. examines how a person’s identity might be encoded into the data of digital memorials [38]. As we continued to code the data, patterns emerged in what data stages the literature covered. Our coding led us to map three stages of a data lifecycle that the literature was interested in: encoding, accessing, and dispossession.
Information lifecycles are often used to highlight relationships between stages of data, often as data moves from creation to disposition. Information lifecycles can trace their roots to libraries, archives, and information management systems, an exemplar of these systems being the National Archives of the UK, institutionalized in the early 1900s [10]. Lifecycles focus on the management of information and data, which is conceptualized as moving through multiple phases over a lifespan.

In social computing, one application of information lifecycles that is especially pertinent to our current work is Pierce and Paulos’s article on the acquisition of previously possessed technology [42]. While not focused on mortality, Pierce and Paulos describe a technology lifecycle that involves acquisition, possession, dispossession, and reacquisition.

In the selective coding portion of our analysis, while examining ways the literature describes stages of data interacting with one another, we noticed that individual papers depicted ways in which digital legacy data was acquired, possessed, dispossessed, and reacquired (similar to Pierce and Paulos [42]). For example, research by Jamison-Powell et al. considers the attitudes of participants towards how their legacy data was first created, how the data was used and possessed by themselves during their life, and how the data would be reacquired as it will be passed down to loved ones [28]. As we analyzed additional papers we saw similar examples of acquisition, possession, dispossession, and reacquisition across multiple papers.

However, in a departure from Pierce and Paulos, our coding led us approach acquisition and reacquisition as a single stage: ‘encoding.’ We additionally found that digital legacy literature is better represented by concerns around ‘accessing’ rather than possession.

Engaging our thematic categories with an information lifecycle in mind, we interpret the broad interests of digital legacy scholarship around three stages of a data lifecycle: encoding, accessing, and dispossessing data (See Fig. 1). The presentation of this lifecycle model, and our descriptions of the stages therein, seeks to provide an entrance point for social computing researchers to determine gaps in current research and help identify helpful inflection points to direct future work.

**Encoding**

Encoding refers to the capturing of information, experiences, and values by systems, accounts, and data. In digital legacy scholarship, this stage includes concerns about the creation of legacy data (e.g., themes of encoding identity into data and crafting a legacy) and the acquisition of legacy data (e.g., themes of symbolic legacy, identity persistence, preservation). Encoding can occur multiple times for the same data and across multiple users or multiple generations of receivers. In our view, any time that data is passed down (i.e., not deleted or erased) a phase of encoding occurs.

![Fig. 1. Digital legacies move through a three stage lifecycle that includes encoding the legacy content into a digital form, accessing that content, and the dispossession of that legacy to another individual or through deletion.](image-url)
For example, consider the case of an individual downloading the Instagram photos of a deceased loved one to an external hard drive and then deleting the Instagram account. In this instance, the data has been literally encoded to a different location and potentially into a different technical format. The data is transformed (encoded) by virtue of it being acquired by a new individual as it moves to a new location, is stored in new files, or is associated with a different user account.

Integrating technology into offline legacy practices presents another example of encoding legacy data in a new form. In Uriu et al.’s work on digital tombstones, for example, there is an encoding of the identity of the deceased into a physical object that has technology embedded within it. Contrasted with the previous example of the acquisition of online photos, the persistence of the identity of the deceased is now tethered to a physical object displayed in a public space that is capable of decay. Uriu et al.’s research, along with Odom et al.’s research on heirlooms, demonstrates that encoding can occur across multiple mediums and in both private and public spaces, leading to several additional open design questions. In the encoding phase, the primary challenges synthesized from the literature are open questions of how to adequately encode individual and socially networked values, wishes, practices, and identities into data so that it will effectively persist as a holistic representation of the deceased. Although, in many cases, values and identities might overlap, the communal and familial aspect of death invites further discussion of collective and relational digital legacy realities in addition to individual needs.

Access

Access encapsulates the myriad practices and needs for the digital legacy materials encoded into a system. In digital legacy literature, access specifically corresponds to concerns about who can access what data and when (e.g., themes of audience and access, respecting the memory of the deceased, barriers to respecting the wishes of the deceased, and preservation). The literature raises open questions about how to and who should gain access to digital legacy data, as well as explorations around how to, given access, respect the wishes of the deceased.

In the access phase the primary challenges are how to research and design for multi-user access of archives and accounts. Addressing these challenges is imperative due to current barriers in the technical capacities of the majority of platforms to smoothly transition access from the dying user to the bereaved user, especially when multiple individuals who have acquired the same data or account. Scholarship in our corpus points to a gap between technical capacity for access and the expectations of dying and bereaved users.

Dispossession

Dispossession focuses on the moment that data is passed from one individual to another, or when the data is deleted or erased (put to rest). Of the themes found in our analysis, dispossession includes considerations of re-examining putting to rest practices, preservation & deletion, and identity persistence. What is encoded and what the exact considerations of access will be, are in part determined by the practices through which the data was passed down, what data was passed down, and if the data was even passed down at all. These factors can be determined by the social context of the individual(s) in charge of managing the data; their relationship with the deceased, their relationship with the previous administrators of the data, and their relationship with the data itself.

Central questions about dispossession invited by our corpus include what should be preserved in a digital legacy and, by extension, what should be disposed of. Scholars in our review have rightly pointed out the limited support for actually engaging in dispossession practices.

In the dispossession phase the primary challenges are challenges related to adequately understanding a massively diverse, and sometimes conflicting, set of user needs around dispossession.
That is, there are many situations in which questions of access do not account for the fullness of needs for the inheritance of data. Indeed, sometimes there are no clear inheritors of the data. Other times, even if an inheritor is identified, wishes are unknown. These cases are complicated by a lack of socialized cultural scripts to orient the dying and bereaved around the questions of digital legacy inheritance in the first place. At the end of life, decisions often must be made quickly and decisively.

**Interdependencies Between Phases**

As digital legacy materials move between stages in the lifecycle they require additional considerations that illuminate technical shortcomings. For instance, as data moves from the encoding phase to the access phase, the choices that were made about what was encoded and where it was encoded to can impact who can access the data, where they can access it, and how. These choices are determined largely by how the information was encoded in the first place and whether the technology in question allows for the access that is required. Likewise, many dispossession practices are predicated on specific types of access determined by technical affordances and barriers. For example, if a loved one of the deceased does not have access to an account, they will not be able to make choices about what should be preserved or deleted.

As mentioned above, dispossession does not necessarily mean the deletion or de-provisioning of information or accounts in digital legacy scenarios. Instead, we see options and choices at the dispossession stage impacting how the cycle repeats. In order to take possession of an online scrapbook, for example, the recipient may transfer ownership to their own account, download the images, re-upload them into their preferred service, and export the scrapbook to a PDF. In each case, people are constrained by the types of dispossession practices that are technologically supported. We see the practices determining the change of possession as re-encodings of the digital legacy that may then have implications for subsequent access, dispossession, and so on.

**Multi-User Considerations**

If information lifecycles have a shortcoming, it is that they center the information over the people that make use of it. Examining the lifecycle, it may be easy to consider the stages from the perspective of a single user who creates an account, accesses data, and eventually deletes their data and account. However, as our review has demonstrated, digital legacies are a deeply multi-user affair.

Beyond familiar multi-user and collaboration scenarios (e.g., collaborative editing of a document), digital legacy scholarship clearly demonstrates that people are making choices with others front of mind. For example, in the case of the deceased choosing a Legacy Contact on Facebook, the Legacy Contact is chosen with a particular audience in mind. Similarly, users who have a social media account bequeathed to them will consider the deceased when making access and dispossession decisions [7, 8, 15]. Even after someone dies, the actions of the recipient are not divorced from the wishes and considerations of the deceased.

Beyond considering the needs of others, in digital legacy contexts, the primary actor is not necessarily (and in fact, rarely) consistent across the digital identity lifecycle. In the case of a private archive, the legacy moves from the deceased who creates the archive to the recipient. The recipient may then delete the archive, dispossess the archive to another actor or actors, or even combine the archive with new information about the deceased, re-encoding the data into a new form.

In the instance of a forgotten or abandoned account, it is still the case that the deceased created and used the account before it was forgotten or abandoned. As seen in literature reflecting on identity persistence, the identity information is still embedded on the forgotten account even if there is no user accessing or managing it. In these cases, after the death of the person who created a forgotten or abandoned account, an ad hoc dispossession occurs – based on the policies the service
Fig. 2. Digital legacies move through multiple users throughout their lifecycle. Depending on the form the legacy takes (social media, private archive, or forgotten account) the relationship between the deceased and the recipient may appear different.

Future research would be prudent to focus on how user expectations for multi-user access at end of life can be more effectively supported.

Multi-Generational Considerations

Finally, the repeating nature of cycles reminds us that legacies may be dispossessed multiple times as they are repeatedly handed down. The caretaking required for technological heirlooms across multiple generations was a key insight from the work of Odom et al. [40]. However, multi-generational concerns and ways that those who inherit a digital legacy might one day bequeath it are largely cursory in the literature as a whole.

Perhaps scholarly attention has prioritized addressing issues in the first round of dispossession first before considering subsequent laps in the lifecycle. Additionally, studying real-world instances of dispossession of digital legacies is difficult.

However, scholarship following the multi-cycled lifespan of digital legacies is necessary if we are to entrust them with our identities, values, and heritage. A fertile place to start may be answering questions about how digital systems can ensure the preservation of a legacy across time. Although digital information may not decay in the same ways that physical artifacts might, the user experience of receiving digital legacy information through generations may very well be different than the previous times. The usability of digital legacy information also contends with the fact that platforms evolve over time, as does the regular use of those platforms (e.g., if legacy information is on Twitter, what happens if Twitter is no longer functional in fifty years?). We invite future research to explore how the temporal realities of evolving technologies may impact the receiving of digital legacy information as it endures multiple generations of the lifecycle.
Challenges for Digital Legacy Research and Design

In this section, we use the digital legacy data lifecycle to identify inflection points where digital legacy research should be expanded, taking into consideration current gaps. We then examine the role that social computing perspectives might play in addressing current gaps.

Diverse circumstances of death. Looking at the considerations the literature has for the dispossession stage of the data lifecycle reveals that there is a gap in current literature insofar as it does not account for diverse circumstances of death.

The circumstances around death vary, but current literature does not account for the full breadth of these distinct circumstances. The scholarship to date is biased towards scenarios in which people have time and space to craft and manage legacies, or where people are the recipients of un-curated digital content. However, the literature does not speak to scenarios such as sudden death, the death of children, or other crises.

Specific types of deaths and end-of-life scenarios deserve discreet attention. In the near term, we imagine that scenarios such as “sudden death” may serve as “extreme users” [13, 14], helping identify assumptions we are making in our designs. However, in the long term, just as other medical, legal, and funerary services have specific practices for different end-of-life scenarios, we argue that technology should as well.

Abandonment. The stages of encoding and dispossession can only occur if there is data that is passed down. By looking at the digital legacy data lifecycle it quickly becomes apparent that research to date does not account for scenarios in which data is abandoned.

While at times people die with a clear inheritor for a digital legacy, and indeed this assumption frames the majority of current research, there are many other cases in which people die with data or accounts are abandoned. Situations through which data or accounts are abandoned vary; generally occurring either because the data or accounts are forgotten or intentionally not managed by the
deceased. Therefore, while scholarship discusses moments in which an inheritor is known, it is important to research scenarios in which there is no apparent inheritor of the account and the data or account is ‘abandoned.’ Based on the literature’s focus on situations where digital legacy data is intentionally managed throughout the lifecycle, one area future scholarship should prioritize is what happens to data in situations where there is no intentional management, such as when an account has been abandoned during life and still persists after death.

Alternatives to “ownership” and “inheritance”. The multi-user technical challenges seen at multiple stages in the lifecycle demonstrate a need for technologies to consider alternatives to user access, ownership, and inheritance. Encapsulating a person’s life, relationships, and experiences are critical to crafting a digital legacy that honors the memory and wishes of the deceased. However, as Moncur and colleagues argue while discussing their framework for digital memorials, the social and relational components of a person’s life are exceptionally difficult to encode into data and accounts due to their socially networked nature [38]. One way scholarship might address this gap is by exploring alternatives to inheritance perspectives. While inheriting digital legacy information is certainly an important lens to think through the passing down of ownership of accounts, it is not as helpful in situations where ownership is not the issue at hand. In our corpus, stewardship [7, 8] presents one alternative to inheritance. However, stewardship runs into similar problems as inheritance when pre-mortem planning has not occurred and there is no clear hand-off between the deceased and the recipient.

Here we take inspiration from Gulotta et al. [19], who question inheritance as a default for digital legacies:

[I]t is not clear that we should model the processes of passing down and inheriting digital materials on those of physical artifacts. Instead, there may be an opportunity to completely rethink the role that digital information can play in how we make sense of a person’s life, relationships, and experiences. [19]

While we support the development of digital legacy features, policy, and systems, work by Gulotta et al. serves as a reminder to not be limited by inheritance optimized for physical property, objects, and finances. Future research should invite alternatives that will be more effective at addressing scenarios where models based in ‘ownership’ are not sufficient. After all, if digital legacies centered around remembrance can be captured in digital content that can be duplicated at no cost [20], ownership may not be relevant.

Distinguishing crafted legacies from content with legacy potential. There is a division in the literature between digital legacies that are intentionally crafted (typically by the individual that legacy represents) and digital content that has legacy potential (that, for example, a loved one might find value in, but that was not created with legacy in mind). Over time the literature has shifted from focusing almost exclusively on content that has digital legacy potential and increasingly considers how one might intentionally craft and care for a digital legacy. However, these scenarios (and relevant findings and design recommendations) are often blurred, even within a single paper.

We feel it is important to start making a distinction between these two types of digital legacy content. If for no other reason, the sheer volume of data that people generate over their lifespan makes the thoughtful dispossession of any data that might have legacy potential untenable. Additionally, the act of crafting one’s digital legacy does not somehow eliminate the legacy potential of other data. Fundamentally, our obligations to crafted legacies are different than accounts and data that might have legacy potential, and our scholarship should reflect this moving forward.

Real world implementation. Digital legacies are not created and deployed in a vacuum; they are created and experienced in complex socio-technical systems being lived out in everyday scenarios.
Due to the lived nature of digital legacy, there is a need for additional studies of real-world implementations. Yet, much of our scholarship consists of design explorations and studies exploring the hypothetical needs of users. For digital legacy technology to succeed in the real world, our research needs to engage the real world as well. Specifically, future research should build on existing literature through field deployments and the study of actual digital legacy experiences.

Accessibility. Building on our call for research on real-world systems, as the number of digital legacy systems increases, future work should not forget to examine for whom these systems are accessible. While Thomas and Briggs importantly note limitations for older adults [45], we are struck that papers noting these types of limitations are not more common. We imagine that traditional usability and accessibility work on digital legacy systems will be crucial – especially so given the sensitive contexts in which they are often used. Yet it is important to remember and account for people who never engage with these systems in the first place or who are unable to engage with these systems for any number of reasons.

Integration with existing cultural practices. As digital legacy practices increase, the contexts in which they are encoded, accessed, and dispossessed will only grow. The potential role of technology in cultural practices around death is underexplored [6], and while our current literature highlights specific cultural contexts, they are largely North American and European. Even this literature tends to be non-cultural and secular in its focus.

Scholarship by Uriu and colleagues exploring the role of technology in funerary practices [46, 50] serves as a reminder of the diverse legacy-related practices in which technology will play a part.

The Role of Social Computing in Addressing Future Challenges

Considering the above gaps in research, we are of the strong belief that social computing is uniquely positioned to push forward future research in addressing these challenges. The scant number of publications that turned up in our systematic literature from CSCW-specific venues was striking, considering the substantial amount of CSCW research on life transitions and social technologies [12, 23, 31, 33, 35]. The inability of HCI as a whole to adequately address the challenges we discussed in the previous section might be the result of HCI’s focus on the single user. As Baumer Brubaker [5] argue, the user “constrains the types of human-computer interactions we can meaningfully account for in our research.” To the extent that the user (and their account) exists as a container for interactions, access, and data, we feel that the user alone is inadequate when designing for the changing ecology of people – both across time and generations – that digital legacies should serve. Digital legacies are collaborative.

From its incarnation, CSCW had adopted a useful concession: people do more than interact with computers, they collaborate with one another through them. As a result, CSCW has a fundamental orientation towards the types of multi-user scenarios that are pervasive throughout digital legacy scholarship.

One only need revisit Grudin’s classic list of CSCW challenges for groupware [18] – some of our earliest collaborative systems – to see their relevance when considering digital legacies as well. We see echos of Grudin’s adoption process challenge, that successful groupware requires people to adopt a set of social practices in addition to a software system. There are similar challenges with digital legacy adoption as well. While in some cases there are technical features that can support digital legacy practices (e.g., backing up data from an online account), these general-purpose tools leave people without adequate guidance on how they might be used for the purposes of legacy crafting and maintenance. Introducing technical systems with more careful implementation, as Grudin suggests for groupware, may provide additional guidance on their use for the purposes of legacy crafting and maintenance. Adopting CSCW’s multi-user (and, indeed, a multi-generational)
perspective highlights the importance of introducing digital legacy tools as socio-technical artifacts. Likewise, digital legacy embodies Grudin’s challenge from the disparity in work and benefits, where he argues that groupware systems often require work from people who do not perceive the benefits of that work. While groupware and digital legacies are different contexts, the act of crafting legacies is often done by an individual who can only imagine the benefits for those one leaves behind.

As future scholarship attempts to more effectively understand the fluid social relationships between individuals as digital legacy data is passed down, CSCW’s centering of social solutions to address socio-technical challenges can be a helpful foundation. In particular, we see CSCW providing a crucial perspective as we design beyond the single user and consider multi-user and multi-generational technical challenges.

LIMITATIONS
Our literature review was intentionally focused on HCI scholarship to summarize the current scholarship on user experiences and design considerations for digital legacy. Moving forward, there is relevant literature from other disciplines and venues that could be influential to digital legacy scholarship. For example, issues around legacy can be found in Media Studies journals (e.g., New Media Society, Social Media + Society), Archival Studies journals (e.g., The Journal of Academic Librarianship, Library Information Science Research), and Death Studies journals (e.g., Omega). Given our focus on HCI scholarship alone, we cannot capture the insights of those other fields. Future work would benefit from incorporating additional perspectives from adjacent literature.

An additional limitation of our study is that our insights are largely limited to a Western context—a byproduct of the Western focus of the available scholarship. We recognize that grief, mourning, and legacy have a diversity of expressions and realities that vary across geographies, cultures, and religions. Our hope is that by shining a light on the current overrepresentation of Western perspectives on grief in the literature, future research can begin to address this gap.

CONCLUSION
Through this Grounded Theory Literature Review (GTLR), we have compiled an archive of digital legacy research in HCI and social computing literature. We determine that the conversation about digital legacy in CSCW and broader HCI community is about how identity is navigated in the passing of digital legacy, how digital legacies are engaged with, how digital legacies are put to rest, and how technology interfaces with offline legacy technologies. We find that individual papers on these topics empirically examine specific moments in data management. However, by looking at the papers in relationship to one another, we find that digital legacy literature is interested in how digital legacy materials (data and accounts) cycle through multi-user and multi-generational networks of people.

Interpreting the data cycles we identify in the literature, we have presented a digital legacy data lifecycle model depicting how digital legacy research examines a lifecycle of data as it is passed down. We have used this model to help illustrate gaps in current research and chart pertinent inflection points for future social computing research. Additionally, this model has illustrated emerging theoretical findings and major concepts in the nascent field of digital legacy research.
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